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Sibling Outing
There's still time to register for this year's Bruce K. Smith Sibling Network Brunch and Boat
Ride to be held on July 15th at 10am at Nick's Riverside Grill in Georgetown! This is an
annual favorite, bringing together the families of JFGH residents for what's sure to be a
beautiful day to make cherished memories. Click the image to register!
**Please note that it is All Star Weekend in DC! While this is a fun time, it also means
added congestion and road closures around the area. Please plan accordingly, as we don't
want anyone to miss out due to DC traffic. Details can be found here:
http://www.fox5dc.com/sports/mlb-all-star-weekend-metro-info-street-closures-andparking-restrictions#.

Sibling Scribblings
M y Routine Life, by Stev e K.
Thanks to JFGH, things are pretty routine for my family. In the mornings, my wife Sheryl
and I hit the ground running at around 8:00. We wake up our three girls; rush them off to
school; and spend a day at the office. Then we work in reverse as we pick up the girls
and get them fed, washed up and tucked into bed. This has become our routine; it's
what we do. Finally when the kids are down, the clock hits 9:30 at night, and sure as the
sun rises in the east, the routine continues as Sheryl's cell phone rings.
Before I continue, let me provide a bit of context. My name
is Steve, I grew up in Potomac, MD, son of Harold and
Joan, and younger brother to twins Michael and Jeffrey.
Growing up, there was never discussion about having a
family member with special needs. Our needs weren't
special; they were just part of our routine. My brother
Jeffrey went to school, participated in extracurricular
activities, hung out with friends and just like his brothers,
shortly after high school, Jeffrey moved out of the house.
Jeffrey is a resident of 20+ years in JFGH's Mary and
Charles Oshinsky Apartment Program (OAP). One thing I
can tell you about Jeffrey is that he is a creature of habit.
Jeffrey gets his Starbucks every morning, as he has for the
better part of the past two decades. He has dinner with our Brothers Michael, Jeffrey and
parents every Friday and Sunday and loves to share his
Steve
stories about skiing at Steamboat Springs. You might say
Jeffrey also has his routine...which is where our worlds intersect.
It's 9:30 on Tuesday evening and Sheryl has just put her feet up for the first time.
Inevitably, within moments, the phone rings; it's Jeffrey with his evening phone call.
Sometimes he calls with a story about another dramatic experience with a Starbucks
barista who put either too much or not enough ice in his latte. Sometimes it's a juicy tidbit
of gossip. Sometimes it's an update on the JGFH gala, or basically, anything going on in
Jeffrey's world. You might say that some of the calls can be predictable. Tonight's call
was to discuss the plans for the family trip to Rehoboth Beach. This time the family
includes Sheryl and our three girls, my parents, and of course Jeffrey. I'm expecting
walks to Nicola Pizza, sandcastles with the girls, Jeffrey in his oversized "beach wheels,"
while drinking his Cherry Coke from Snyders Candy.
For others with a family member with special needs, you may have similar experiences.
In my case, my relationship with my other brother Michael is more traditional. Michael
lives with his wife and daughter in Rockville, and we connect for family gatherings or the
occasional get-together. Otherwise we live parallel lives, kind of just doing our own things.
Jeffrey, however, is definitely not traditional. Whether it's an evening check in call,
weekend visit or family vacation, Jeffrey loves to spend his time being Uncle Jeffrey to his
nieces. On the occasion that our parents are out of town, Jeffrey will lobby Sheryl for a
Shabbat dinner at our place, and if he's feeling lucky, possibly another visit on Sunday to
hang out with the girls.
A few weeks ago, our steady routine actually evolved a little bit. Instead of his usual trip
on Metro Access to spend a few hours hanging out at Montgomery Mall by himself,
Jeffrey spent the evening cruising the mall with my nine year old daughter, Alexa. While I
wasn't there, I'm guessing that Alexa experienced many of the same things I
experienced growing up beside Jeffrey. I'm sure she observed as others in the mall
stared at Uncle Jeffrey. I'm guessing there was a little boy or girl pointing, and asking,
"Why's that boy in a wheelchair?" and I know this because that's just part of having

someone with special needs in your family. So as they say, the more things change, the
more they stay the same. For me, while the dynamics have changed over the years, it
seems the routine remains mostly unchanged.
While Jeffrey is and always will be part of our routine, there is no part of our relationship
that is burdensome or challenging. Sheryl is more generous with her time with Jeffrey than
I ever have been. He knows who to talk to if he wants an invite to the house or if he
needs to confirm what time to meet up at Starbucks. After the recent outing at the mall,
I can imagine many future dates for Jeffrey and my girls, enjoying dinner in the food
court, and the girls convincing Uncle Jeffrey for a few new pieces of jewelry. So while I
can tell you what it was like growing up with a brother with special needs, it seems that
I'm still learning what it's like to be grown up with one.
As I write this essay, I find myself thinking about the differences and similarities between
the family I grew up with and the family I'm grown up with. Over the years people have
asked me what it's like to grow up with a brother with special needs. It wasn't until this
essay that I had ever pondered what it's like to be a grown up with a brother with special
needs. I guess the reason I've never thought about it is because I've never needed to
think about it. Since Jeffrey was never treated differently in our house growing up, he
never had a reason to consider himself to be different, and still doesn't. On top of that,
we are blessed to have our parents who are healthy and still live in the area. Also, our
brother Michael, sister-in-law Lauren and niece Gillian live nearby and also spend time with
Jeffrey. Mainly, we don't need to think about it because Jeffery has his own life. He has a
job, his health and lives independently in an apartment with a roommate and generally
takes care of his own needs. So, thanks to JFGH, our needs aren't really all that special;
they're actually pretty routine. And that's just the way we like it.

If you would like to submit a Sibling Scribbling, please email sgregg@jfgh.org.

JFGH Resources
Six New Hom es in Six M onths!
For the past 36 years, JFGH has been committed to
providing superior supports to your loved ones, and we strive
to continue to surpass expectations. We are so excited to
share that we are opening six new homes, including two
townhomes and four apartments, in just over a six month
stretch!
As times are changing, JFGH is evolving to meet current needs. JFGH's new apartment
initiative is designed to reach youthful individuals who require very limited assistance to live
independently. Specifically, individuals unlikely or ineligible to receive government funding will
be able to benefit from JFGH supports, while flourishing in an inclusive community. These
JFGH-maintained apartments are situated in Pike & Rose, a walkable community that
offers opportunities for employment, dining and shopping.
Additionally, for the first time, we are opening two townhomes in Bethesda, with easy
access to Bethesda Row. We downsized our Yvonne R. and K. Peter Wagner Home to a
beautiful townhome and also opened the Sarah Kattan Home, right next door.
New and exciting things are sprouting up, so keep your eyes and ears open to learn
more!
For more information contact Alexis Gurman at agurman@jfgh.org.

Save the Date

Follow Us
Are you following us on social media? You should! Like us on Facebook and follow us
on Twitter and Instagram for instant updates. Don't forget to check out our
videos on YouTube, too.
We also have a special, sibling-only Facebook group!
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